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THE CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
It is nearly two years ago that the Editor-in-Chief (1987) stated in a letter "Building a KBBKN database on an AT ARI ST would be an almost superhuman performance." At roughly the same date, John Roycroft (1987) told me: "You are indeed ambitious, even foolhardy." Frederic Friedel (1985) wrote in his Journal CSS 4/85: "Thompson needed 700 hours on a mainframe to create the database for KBBKN. The analysis required 2,500 MBytes of disc memory. " Friedel (1988) stated in CSS 2/88: "The capacity needed to create a 5-men-database is far beyond the horizon of any micro." Well, the qualifications almost superhuman and far beyond the horizon whetted my appetite for what proved to be a hard combat indeed. Still, I am proud to state that in the first week of February 1989 I completed the analysis of KBBKN on no heavier an engine than an ATARI ST with 1 MByte of RAM and 20 MByte of hard disc.
True, the program was written in Assembler, but was no less reliable for it. The pure time needed to create the database was some 200h. The elapsed time was much greater, since, for obvious reasons, I had to back up my precious data every two or three hours.
THERESULTSCOMPARED
So far, my results only showed that a five-men analysis was well within the capacity of a despised micro. It is more relevant to compare my results with Ken Thompson's who established the benchmark in the field (cf. Van den Herik and Herschberg, 1987) . Generically we have a very good match. We agree in one statement and four subranges:
• The 32 win-in-66 positions (referred to the full board) are identical with those published in Roycroft (1986) .
• In the ranges wins-in-(20-25), -(27-29), -31, -(35-66) agreement is perfect.
Yet, beyond the ranges mentioned, differences persist. To be sure these are minor, as exemplified by the winsin~1, which Thompson enumerates as 46,568,408 whereas my results sum to 46,568,736. The difference of 328 positions is no more than seven ten thousandths of a percent. This may be due to some flaw in my program possibly attributable to the complex structure of my Assembler program.
As a conclusion I submit:
• at least one five-men endgame is feasible on a modest microcomputer;
• Thompson's mainframe results have been essentially confirmed;
• such discrepancies as exist must be clarified: no such clarification will greatly upset established statistics for KBBKN.
